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[Talk through title and bullets. Slide is meant to set up the next slide which counters
some of these points.]
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In contrast to the usual common wisdom, [read grey bullet]

As a central consideration, older adults are majority consumers for many 
pharmaceuticals and devices: Therefore, they must be robustly included if efficacy 
and safety in the market for such treatments are to be estimated validly. 

Beyond this point of necessity, there are flat-out advantages to including older adults 
in studies of treatments: 

They are in fact dedicated study participants
Heightened event rates experienced by older adults may enhance study 
power
Older adults are not the only study participants who present complexities 
such as loss to follow up or concomitant health conditions: Addressing 
complexities challenging interpretation in older adults provides a roadmap for 
addressing complexities in others
Clearly understanding mechanisms in older adults as a “point of the spear” for 
adverse outcomes—I go on to explain this term on the next slide--may provide 
general mechanistic insights
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[AUTHOR NOTE: ANIMATION IN THIS SLIDE FROM RIGHT TO LEFT]

What do I mean by referring to older adult mechanisms as a “point of the spear”? 

When older adults enter our studies, they frequently come to us having already 
experienced health declines such as [read a few examples]

These conditions don’t arise suddenly though: We can learn about their antecedents 
by tracking them back to midlife status, where lifestyle, stressors, preclinical disease 
and such likely contributed largely to later life status and function. 

These midlife characteristics, in turn, may well have had their genesis in events, 
environment, and health factors established in early life or even before birth. 

We often think of predicting the pathway now shown forward in time, left to right, 
but a backward time identification of antecedents from outcomes may both assist in 
hypothesis generation and yield insights faster than forward time evolution can.
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For the rest of the presentation, I’m going to run through a sampling of five of the 
highest-profile challenges and opportunities that inclusion of older adults poses for 
study design and data analysis.

Each slide is designed to highlight 3 methodological strategies for addressing the 
challenges and leveraging the opportunities: [read the sub-bullets]

I’ll close [final bullet]
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[AUTHOR NOTE: SLIDES 6-10 CREATE AN “ANIMATION” WHERE EACH COLUMN’S 
MATERIAL IS SUCCESSIVELY ADDED IN. SLIDE 10 IS THE COMPLETED SLIDE. THE 
ANIMATION FACILITATES A DETAILED TALK-THROUGH; PRESENTING ONLY THE 
COMPLETED SLIDE IS APPROPRIATE FOR A HIGH LEVEL SCAN.]

A first challenge commonly associated with older adult participation is selective 
participation and dropout.

We all know the threats then arising: That one’s sample systematically differs from 
the target population in a way that may bias findings, and that sample loss may 
impair study power and precision. 

[AUTHOR’S NOTE: SPEAKER MAY WISH TO INSERT THEIR OWN ANECDOTE. HERE’S 
MINE:]

I had a case in point in a study of health and aging in initially high-functioning older 
women. We expected increasing frailty prevalence and incidence over repeated 
assessments, but to our surprise the frailty incidence remained low throughout years 
of the study. Did this mean that frailty risk honestly does not increase with aging? 
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Almost certainly not—rather, women approaching frail status probably were dropping 
out of our study. 
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Then, older adults are not the only study participants who decline to participate or 
drop out for informative reasons: [Read bullet] 
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What are some solutions? 

In pilot studies, we can conduct [read bullet]
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I’ve just animated in a range of study design strategies by which one can combat the 
issue.

[AUTHOR NOTE: PARAPHRASE FIRST TWO DESIGN BULLETS IF DESIRED. AUTHOR HAS 
TENDED TO SAY AUDIENCE MEMBERS CAN TAKE A LOOK BUT SHE PARTICULARLY 
WISHES TO HIGHLIGHT THE LAST TWO AS UNDER-UTILIZED STRATEGIES:]

A “foot-in-the-door” questionnaire refers to a last-ditch, brief data collection as the 
potential study participant is saying “don’t darken my door again”: Such individuals 
may be willing to complete a brief questionnaire on items to help understand 
differences between those participating and those declining. Outcomes should be 
prioritized here—in my example, a frailty screen. 

It may also be possible to obtain permission to collect auxiliary data potentially useful 
for contrasting participants and non-participants—anonymized electronic health 
record data and the like.
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Finally, analytic strategies can help considerably mitigate biases due to selection.

You’ll see I’ve listed a few specific methodological strategies in the sub-bullets: A 
unifying thread is that each of these endeavors to “crosswalk” the observed sample 
data to their frequencies in the intended population. 
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The previous slide addressed global loss of a person’s data due to their failure to 
participate or continue in one’s study; additionally, of course, persons may miss 
selected assessments in a study visit in which they otherwise participate.

[Read the threats]

Pilot and design strategies can go a long way by engaging study coordinators:

 The pilot is an opportunity to learn why individuals missed assessments so that 
protocol improvements achieving fuller completion can be implemented.

 Key measures should be ordered as early in the assessment as possible, and 
instructions on protocol implementation should be painstakingly clear. As our 
anecdote here: In the same study I referred to earlier, we learned midway through 
the second visit that coordinators were skipping the latter part of our cognitive 
assessment when participants took too long on the early part. This likely 
invalidated data for the latter tests in the battery: Only the fastest, most 
cognitively intact individuals completed them. We addressed this both by 
heightening expectation that some participants will take longer than others and by 
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reordering some assessments! 
 Some missing data may be inevitable—when they do arise, recording why they 

were missed often provides the most important foundation for addressing their 
absence appropriately. 

 Going to Analysis strategies: Once again you can see a list of specific strategies. 
Collectively these aim to maximize inclusion of records in analyses while 
minimizing biases and representing uncertainty appropriately. Many of the 
common strategies assume that data are missing “at random”, meaning that any 
selection in providing responses can be explained by factors that are observed: 
Distinguishing “didn’t do” a test, for example (presumably, randomly in some 
sense) versus “couldn’t do” (a clear selection for those with less of the ability 
needed for the assessment) can help devise strategies not relying on the “at 
random” assumption when these are needed.
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Most of us recognizing competing risks as another issue that arises for studies 
including frail older adults, with the classic example being that participants may die 
before experiencing a primary outcome. 

Applying methods treating such competing outcomes as “censoring” may lead to 
misleading interpretation of findings, at least, and for some methods, flawed findings.  

A recent example may have been the study of hydroxychloroquine as a treatment for 
COVID-19. If time to discharge was an outcome, standard survival methods treating 
death as censoring could have yielded a beneficial risk ratio while at the same time 
individuals receiving hydroxychloquine were at increased risk for in-hospital mortality. 
A Kaplan-Meier curve is not correctly interpretable at all in this setting.
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In the hydroxychloroquine example we’ve seen a hint of the opportunity: full 
competing risks analysis provides a richer delineation of impacts than an analysis 
ignoring key outcomes of treatments.
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[READ re what we can do in pilot studies]
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In design, sample size calculations should take anticipated loss to primary outcome 
observation and inflate the recruitment sample size accordingly. Implementing 
(planned) interim assessments of outcomes under competition can enhance 
information on those outcomes prior to competitive loss to follow up.
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Once again I won’t detail the multiple statistical methodologies available to address 
competing risks—you can see them listed toward the bottom of the analysis column. 
Many exist, though: Each aims to explicitly account for competition. One important 
note, particularly when using Cox proportional hazards models to implement cause-
specific competing risks analyses, are to analyze the full set of competing outcomes 
(each treated in turn as the primary outcome). 
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[AUTHOR NOTE: HERE IS AN EXAMPLE WHERE ONE MAY TAKE A 10,000 FOOT VIEW 
TO A WHOLE TOPIC RATHER THAN DETAILING IT AS WITH THE SLIDES JUST 
PRECEDING. IF DESIRED, CREATE A SEQUENCE AS ABOVE. TEXT BELOW PROVIDES 
DETAIL FOR A WHOLE SEQUENCE IF DESIRED; OTHERWISE, PICK OUT A FEW BRIEF 
HIGHLIGHTS OR ONLY FLASH THE SLIDE.]

Careful attention to measurement can enhance studies including older adults, as they 
can enhance all studies. Issues here are not specific to older adults but may arise 
particularly frequently among frail or disabled persons: 

[THREATS]: Increased variability of outcomes may indeed signal frailty in aging. A 
more serious problem occurs when measurement of equivalent status is not 
comparable between subgroups of people. Take persons with visual impairment as an 
example: One may imagine that they exhibit slower performance on a cognitive test 
assessing processing speed, when in fact difficulty in seeing items to which to react is 
at issue and not cognitive impairment. Invalid inferences may then result, because 
some outcomes will have been misidentified. 

[OPPORTUNITIES:] Many outstanding opportunities for measuring health in aging 
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have arisen in recent years. Accelerometry for physical activity, polysomnography and 
actigraphy for sleep, Holter monitors for cardiac function, and more have proliferated 
in research on aging. These have been shown to be well accepted and implementable 
on older adults.

[in PILOT STUDIES…:] Multi-trait, multi-method studies—a schematic for organizing 
simple correlation matrices—can provide preliminary validation and assist in 
selection of most reliable measures.

[DESIGN…] of course entails thoughtful tailoring of measures to, and across, 

subpopulations. The good news is that many tailored measures for older adults 

exist! A subtler design consideration is particularly relevant when there are 

multiple sites in a study or risk of assessments changing over time: One 

should then be sure to include a few “anchor” assessment that can confidently 

be implemented comparably across sites and maintained stably over time. 

[ANALYSIS strategies…], once again, without getting into the details of 

specific methods which you can see at the bottom of the column, aim to filter 

measurement error so as to directly address the true target of measurement or 

bridge measurement differences across settings or occasions. Sensitivity 

analyses can help delineate a reasonable range of findings taking 

measurement error into account. Fortunately once again, these methods are 

well practiced in studies of aging.
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One of the biggest concerns we hear with older adult inclusion has to do with their 
complexity: That multimorbidity, polypharmacy and such may complicate their 
responses to treatments. Rather, this is among the largest reasons older adults should 
be robustly included in clinical and translational research: Otherwise, findings 
frequently will not represent treatment performance among the population to be 
treated. 
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The great news is that delineating heterogeneity in mechanisms provides opportunity 
to learn about those mechanisms in fact. Heterogeneity, additionally actually may 
yield statistical power: Think of a straight-line relationship with both outcomes and 
predictors spread out along the whole line as opposed to one where there is little 
spread in either “x” or “y” direction—the line emerges much more clearly in the 
former case than the latter.
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In this case, pilot studies to determine existing findings and leverage large secondary 
datasets may be most useful: These can be leveraged to identify major sources of 
heterogeneity to be addressed in design  and analysis.
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Design issues center around assuring ability to address major heterogeneity in 
treatment effects. Power calculations may consider potential interactions, and 
advanced “adaptive” trial designs appropriate for estimating subgroup effects are 
available. Sometimes efficiencies in addressing heterogeneity may be gained by 
identifying variables that account for heterogeneity more efficiently than, say, disease 
combination subgroups. For example, flu vaccines may be less effective among 
individuals with various multimorbidity combinations: However, one might 
hypothesize that pro-inflammation underlying many of these conditions primarily is 
responsible for variation in vaccine efficacy, so that heterogeneity might be 
considered across this single axis rather than many. 
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Analysis strategies, then, either aim to reduce non-mechanistic noise associated with 
heterogeneity or to learn, in fact, heterogeneity in mechanisms at play. Some are 
surprised to know that adjustment for baseline covariates can be performed validly 
and rigorously while protecting causal inferences. There is a growing literature on 
how to implement this. Modern methods to accommodate or even learn complex 
interactions also are available. 
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Finally, let’s revisit the idea of aging as the “point of the spear” on health. 

Here I need to speak to design before pilot study elements: 

One crucial aspect is to include gerontological outcomes in your study 
assessments. 

Gerontology as a field has developed a host of useful 
outcomes—typically synthetically designed to assess physical or cognitive 

functioning or markers of overall health status or quality of life. Often 
they are outcomes of the highest value for patients.

These are considered as geriatric “vital signs” and have 
a rich literature on etiological determinants, sometimes going back into 

midlife. 
Besides physical and cognitive functioning, other such 

measures include frailty, sarcopenia—that is, loss of muscle integrity, and 
falls.

[AUTHOR NOTE—SOMETIMES I INCLUDE A SLIDE FROM 
THE “OUTCOMES” SLIDE DECK IN THIS SERIES; OTHERS, I SIMPLY 
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HIGHLIGHT THAT THIS SERIES HAS A WHOLE SLIDE DECK ON THESE 
OUTCOMES.]

A second crucial design aspect is to track these outcomes 
longitudinally. Their course of recovery—and sometimes, initial decline, as in after a 

surgery—may prove a particularly sensitive marker of treatment 
efficacy. Such data additionally allow you to tap in to the growing literature on 

“resilience” in older adults. 

Then, the task for pilot studies is to hone protocols to ensure that these design 
elements can be included feasibly and successfully in one’s eventual protocol. 

When considering analyses of these outcomes: 
Consideration of interaction of treatment effect and age may be 

particularly salient, analogously as for treatment effects and multimorbidity. 
In longer-term studies, backward time analyses (for example, examine 

outcome trajectories leading up to dementia onset while appropriately aligning 
data to the unambiguous event of onset) as well as forward-time trajectory and 
transition analysis may be particularly useful. 
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The bottom line is that design and analysis strategies can go a long way for you—not 
only to address challenges, but to leverage the real benefit and opportunities of 
including older adults in clinical and translational studies!

You don’t have to figure them out yourself: Engage statisticians and epidemiologists! 
The issues we’ve highlighted are interesting and sometimes complex, and they will 
love the opportunity to helping you think them through. 

Remember that—contrary to common wisdom—it’s not all bad! 
Added insights are available, as we’ve highlighted in the slides above. 
It’s not just older adults who present the complexities we’ve 

discussed! Solutions generalize to younger participants. 
I would offer, moreover, that complexities presented to study design 

and analysis by older adults versus younger adults often are overblown, 
particularly if we consider older adults writ large and not only the 

frailest or disabled older adults we sometimes default to envisioning  

Even more, there’s a lot of flat out good to including older adults in clinical research!
Older adults often turn out to be particularly dedicated study 
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participants.
The heterogeneity of their health spanning both poorer and better 

status may help clarify relationships and so heighten statistical power and 
precision, as may increased event rates in certain older 

adults. 
And, we’ve discussed aging as a “point of the spear” that can generate 

insights earlier in the lifespan.  
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